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Abstract– There are various images in the modifier depending on the target noun. However,
due to its versatile image, the image that I wants to convey and the image you thinks can
be different. therefore, the contents of conversation may mistake each other. In this research,
we developed a system that acquires structured data for visualizing modifiers, and registers
the obtained structured data as a visual effect dictionary. So, We tackled the visualization of
modifiers with different images depending on the object.
In this research, we propose a visual effect dictionary system corresponding to modifiers such
as adjectives and onomatopoeia. Undergraduate research suggests that the modifier is recalled
by the visual effect and common sense knowledge of the target object. Therefore, we aimed
to express modifiers with multiple images visually by combining common sense knowledge and
visual effect. In the proposed system, it is possible to acquire the structured data of the visual
effect matching the image of the object for a specific modifier using Game With a Purpose
(GWAP). ”Emoji” is used for the object, the image of the modifier is displayed with the visual
effect, and the game is developed in which the user gains data while enjoying the game by user’s
vote. The system can learn the relationship between visual effect and common sense knowledge,
common knowledge and objects by the user. As a result, each time the game is played, the
system dynamically changes the contents of the question and the visual effect to be presented
based on the user’s answer.
In this paper, We investigate the connection between visual effects and common sense knowl-
edge of objects. Through this experiment, we were able to acquire the visual effect and common
sense knowledge, the connection between common sense knowledge and objects as structured
data. However, because bias was seen such that one visual effect and multiple common sense
knowledge were linked, we also investigated the change when increasing the amount of data. As
a result, as the number of times of game play increases, the score increases with respect to the
proper connection, and the linkage between multiple visual effects and common sense knowledge
was observed. Finally, when adapting the proposed system to modifiers other than ”delicious”,
we investigated what kind of structured data can be obtained. In the network diagram of the
same modifier, a combination tied independently to the visual effect was observed by common
knowledge knowledge. Finally, we introduce examples of combining the proposed system with
the data when applied to modifiers.
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